Lead PI Preselection Commitment Statement

*REQUIRED COMMITMENT TO BE PRESELECTED IN INTERNAL COMPETITION: The Lead PI must complete all fields and sign the following commitment statement, which is to be included as an Attachment prior to the full proposal submission.*

Limited Submission (Full name): ________________________________________________

Title of Proposal: ____________________________________________________________

Lead PI (Full Name Printed):
As lead or sole PI, I understand and acknowledge that acceptance to move forward as the preselected University representative to this limited submission solicitation requires adherence to ORI timelines and on-time submission, that failure to comply will result in rescinding the lead PI’s privilege to submit to Limited Submissions. *In addition I acknowledge and agree to engage the UNT community broadly to seek and accommodate collaborators that strengthen the proposal.*

Signature Lead PI: ____________________________________________________________
(Hand-written signature required, electronic not accepted)

Date: ____________________________
The leader of sole PI may step out and open back up the limited submission at the eight-week-plus-one-day point before the agency deadline. If they cannot go forward with the submission once pre-selected, they may avoid the penalty, if explicit notice in writing that is acknowledged is made to Limitedsubmissions@unt.edu.